INTRODUCTION
============

Ice sheets, glaciers, and ice caps have contributed significant sea-level rise (SLR) throughout the 20th century ([@R1], [@R2]), with a noticeable acceleration in the early 21st century ([@R2]). The recent increases are likely attributable to changes in the surface melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) as well as the acceleration of its outlet glaciers ([@R3]), the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) ([@R4]) and the Antarctic Peninsula Ice Sheet (APIS). These contributions are likely to increase in the future ([@R5]--[@R8]). Given the widely disparate spatial distribution of on-land ice thickness changes, the pattern of sea level will be highly sensitive to the detailed mass loss geometry for each cryosphere component ([@R9]). When land ice is lost to the oceans, SLR exhibits a strong pattern \[termed a sea-level fingerprint ([@R10])\] following the ice-induced perturbations in the Earth's gravitational and rotational potentials and the associated solid Earth deformation ([@R11]--[@R13]). Sea level here is defined as the change in ocean water depth rather than the change in radial position of the sea surface.

For example, scenarios of submarine ice sheet collapse of WAIS ([@R10], [@R14]) predict a sea-level inundation of an order 25% larger than the globally averaged rise for both the western and eastern shorelines of the continental United States. However, there is great uncertainty in how the demise of the on-land cryosphere will occur during projected planet-wide warming ([@R15]), and this fact hobbles the ability of policy makers and coastal planners to accurately quantify local sea-level (LSL) projections upon which sound mitigation and remediation strategies are built.

Building on sea-level fingerprints, estimates of how much coastal LSL can be expected and its sensitivity to ice thickness change have been evaluated in several studies ([@R16]--[@R19]). However, the resolution in these analyses was coarse, owing mainly to the sparsity of information about the ice thickness change distribution itself. In the far field, the sensitivity of fingerprints to ice loading is minimal. However, in the near field, or for areas with strong rotational feedback and/or vertical motion of the elastic crust, this sensitivity is arguably poorly understood. For these cases, there is a great impetus to leverage the full range of advanced mathematical capabilities to optimally combine observational data, forward model projections, and uncertainty quantification to help coastal planners better constrain the range of LSL projections. Here, we exploit the powerful adjoint method often applied in seismology, meteorology, and oceanography ([@R20], [@R21]), combined with automatic differentiation of the Ice Sheet System Model (ISSM) ([@R22], [@R23]), to complete a comprehensive computation of the Jacobian of the sea-level fingerprints: the derivative *dS*/*dH* of sea level, *S*, with respect to changes in ice thickness, *H*, in glaciated areas around the entire world. Our focus is not on specific fingerprints from polar ice sheets or specific glaciers but rather on a comprehensive computation of *dS*/*dH* for any glaciated load. Our design is to use *dS*/*dH* at specific locations to accurately map observations \[be it from space and airborne altimetry ([@R24]) or from space gravimetry ([@R25])\], or projections ([@R15]) of global ice thickness change, into actionable signals of LSL change that are both highly resolved spatially and fully consistent with the physics of sea-level evolution. Our goal is not to improve knowledge of how the on-land ice thickness will change in time but rather to improve our understanding of the connection between global cryospheric changes and LSL at major port cities around the globe.

APPROACH
========

Our approach builds on the conventional method of mapping ice thickness changes into sea-level fingerprints using the following equation$$\left. \Delta\mathit{S}_{\text{local}}(\mathit{t}) = \left. \int{}_{\text{ice}} \right.\frac{\mathit{d}\mathit{S}}{\mathit{d}\mathit{H}} \middle| {}_{\text{local}}(\theta,\lambda).\Delta\mathit{H}(\theta,\lambda,\mathit{t})\mathit{d}\mathit{A} + \delta\mathit{S}_{\text{local}}(\mathit{t}) \right.$$where "local" refers to the location of the port city of interest, "ice" is the domain over which glaciated changes are occurring, (θ,λ) represents the geographic coordinates on Earth's surface, *t* is the time, *dA* is an elementary integration area on the globe, and Δ*S*~local~(*t*) is the quantity coastal planners wish to assess, given a set of observations or projections about variations in ice thickness, Δ*H*, around the world. Here, *dS*/*dH*\|~local~ is the value of the Jacobian at a specific location, also referred to as the gradient of the sea-level fingerprint. For convenience, we refer to the approach of computing Δ*S*~local~(*t*) through gradient fingerprints *dS*/*dH* as gradient fingerprint mapping (GFM), a method that has the advantage of applying to a wide range of loading scenarios ([@R26]). Furthermore, it provides information about the exact departure from global mean sea level (GMSL) at a specific location. By convolving gradient fingerprints and ice thickness changes over the entire planet, the departure from the GMSL is fully recovered. We note that an additional component δ*S*~local~(*t*) is required in [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to account for the dynamic/thermosteric ocean component and local vertical land motion due to various anelastic and creep responses of the earth that can be related to coastal subsidence/emergence. We also note that only secular changes to LSL are considered here (not including short time scale processes such as waves, storms, or tides). δ*S*~local~ can be evaluated by model simulation and coastal observational systems. Although δ*S*~local~ is important, the most severe risk of future SLR on century or longer time scales arises from the potential demise of ice sheets ([@R6], [@R7], [@R14], [@R27]). We also note that GFM is applicable to any location on the globe, where other types of mass change might occur (for example, through hydrological fluxes or snow cover changes), although our focus here is on glaciated areas.

To compute the Jacobian, *dS*/*dH*, we rely on the classic equations for the static response of the ocean surface and potential field on a static, compressible, elastic, self-gravitating Earth ([@R11]). With the inclusion of change in the rotational potential ([@R12], [@R13]), these equations relate sea level to perturbations in the Earth's gravitational and rotational fields induced by local mass changes (cf. Materials and Methods), combined with the elastic adjustment of the earth (here, the viscous component of Earth deformation is not included). Henceforth, these equations are referred to as the spherically symmetric rotating Earth (SRE) equations. In these equations, loading and deformational responses may come from variations in ice thickness, hydrological fluxes, or any process affecting the distribution of mass ([@R28]). However, to achieve high-resolution estimates of the derivative *dS*/*dH*, a prohibitive number of SRE runs are required to carry out forward differencing. In addition, forward differencing only achieves an approximation of the derivative, dependent on the forward step size. Here, we use a far more comprehensive approach of automatic differentiation and the adjoint method ([@R22], [@R23]) for SRE, which computes the machine precision derivative *dS*/*dH* for any glaciated location in the world (cf. Materials and Methods).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

An example is shown in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for New York, where the gradient has been computed for all glaciated areas of the world. The approach is highly precise and can be easily scaled when combined with the anisotropic meshing approach to solving the SRE equations ([@R29]), which allows for mesh refinement near the city of interest as well as near the glaciated areas that might also be of relevance to coastal planning. In addition, the approach relies on the highly parallelized infrastructure of ISSM ([@R30]), which allows *dS*/*dH* to be computed at spatial scales that can capture complex coastline configurations.

![Sensitivity of SLR to worldwide variations in ice thickness.\
(**A**) Gradient −*dS*~NY~/*dH* (in 10^−3^ μm/m per km^2^) of sea level in New York (*S*~NY~) with respect to ice thickness (*H*) changes in glaciated areas. The gradient units reflect a measure of SLR change (in μm) per unit of ice thickness change (in m) per area unit of ice (in km^2^), which is equivalent to SLR change (in mm) per unit change in ice mass (in GT). Signs rendered for *dS*/*dH* result in positive sensitivities of SLR to negative thickness changes (that is, shrinking ice sheets and glaciers resulting in positive GMSL rise). (**B**) GRACE-inferred ice thickness change (in cm/year) for Antarctica during January 2003--December 2015, demonstrating strong spatial variability. (**C**) Gradient −*dS*~Sydney~/*dH* (in μm/m per km^2^) of sea level in Sydney (*S*~Sydney~) with respect to ice thickness (*H*) changes in Antarctica. (**D**) LSL contribution −*dS*~Sydney~/*dH*\*Δ*H* (in μm/km^2^ per year) for each km^2^ area of Antarctica to LSL in Sydney. The sum of this quantity over the entire ice sheet quantifies the contribution of the entire AIS to LSL in Sydney. Coastlines are plotted in black.](1700537-F1){#F1}

In contrast to a specific SRE forward run, GFM can be used for coastal planning at a specific location. For example, when applied to the port city of Sydney, Australia, Antarctic mass trends mapped by Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) from January 2003 to December 2015 ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) are certainly important for the prediction of LSL change. However, additional information is revealed in the gradient results shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, for the map shows that LSL changes at the port are very strongly influenced by ice changes that occur along the north-northeast and north-northwest coasts, an area that includes the APIS. When both maps are combined ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), GRACE observations and gradient fingerprints reveal that the port city of Sydney must be concerned not only by the ice loss in the Amundsen Sea Sector (the deepest red region in [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) but also by the rapid demise of ice in the APIS and its recent loss of buttressing forces caused by a series of precipitous ice shelf collapses ([@R31]). The relative importance of these two regions (Amundsen Sea Sector versus APIS) may be quantified by a ratio of approximately 5 to 3 (per km^2^ of ice) during the GRACE period.

To demonstrate scalability, we apply similar computations to 293 of the world ports and to the locations of long-recording, high-quality tide gauge stations ([@R32]). [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a subset of port cities along the Canadian and U.S. coastlines with focus on the values of the gradient fingerprints for Greenland, demonstrating the important impact of the proximity to the GrIS for cities such as Halifax or New York. A clear rotation of the gradients moving counterclockwise along the U.S. coastline, corresponding to the magnitude lines of the underlying sea-level fingerprint, is also shown. Especially useful for policy makers are maps that are normalized by the GMSL gradient values, which enable a quick comparison to what the gradient fingerprint would be in a scenario where LSL is identical to GMSL everywhere in the world. The reference state for the normalizing GMSL gradient is computed using the so-called bathtub model, where sea level is evenly distributed over the entire oceans as though Earth is a nongravitating, nonrotating, rigid planet. This normalization factor is therefore constant for any city and any location in the world. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows normalized maps for Europe, illuminating the fact that cities lying along the Mediterranean shoreline, far from Greenland, have gradient fingerprints that are almost fully consistent with the GMSL gradient (ratio ≈ 100%). Deviations from the GMSL gradient grow larger the closer the city is to Greenland, consistent with a decrease in sea level (due to gravitational effects), with Brest, London, Oslo, and Tromso having substantial departures from the GMSL gradient. We remark that the long-wavelength features of the fingerprints may be dominated by the rotational feedback, a feature also noted in previous analyses ([@R10], [@R14], [@R26], [@R28]). This is best reflected in the normalized gradient fingerprint, for example, along the African coastlines (fig. S14), where significantly different patterns can be detected for Dar Es Salaam and Luanda. Despite the fact that both cities are essentially equidistant from Antarctica and Greenland, Luanda is closer to the South Atlantic, where rotational feedbacks associated with Antarctic and Greenland mass changes appear to be important.

![Sensitivity of SLR along U.S./Canadian coastlines to GrIS thickness variations.\
Gradient −*dS*/*dH* (in 10^−3^ μm/m per km^2^) at U.S. and Canadian coastal cities. Maps 1 to 9 correspond, respectively, to gradients computed for each of the named ports numbered clockwise from Halifax. −*dS*/*dH* is computed using the ISSM-AD ([@R23]) gradient solver. The forward SLR run used to support the derivation of --*dS*/*dH* is shown in the center Earth map (in mm/year). It is computed using the ISSM-SESAW ([@R29]) solver with model inputs (ice thickness change) inferred from GRACE for the period 2003--2016. This forward model therefore captures the response to thickness changes in all of the main glaciated areas of the world (including, among others, Alaskan and Canadian Arctic Glaciers, Himalayan Glaciers, Patagonia Glaciers, and the Greenland and Antarctica Ice Sheets) ([@R28]), hence representing a truly global "ice" fingerprint.](1700537-F2){#F2}

![GMSL ratios for select coastline cities across Europe applied to GrIS.\
GMSL ratios (in %) for coastal cities across Europe (from −100 to 100%). The ratios are defined as gradients of local SLR with respect to changes in ice thickness, −*dS*/*dH*, normalized by the equivalent GMSL gradient --*dS*~GMSL~/*dH*, where *S*~GMSL~ is the GMSL signal induced by an equivalent change in ice thickness. These ratios measure the departure from GMSL contributed by local ice thickness changes in Greenland. They can be used to multiply against observed/predicted ice thickness changes to quantify any non-GMSL effects at any coastal city of the world.](1700537-F3){#F3}

Because GFM is only dependent on the surface load, and not time variations (if we assume a purely elastic Earth), it can be applied to evaluate the future ensembles of scientific predictions anticipated for Greenland or other glaciated areas. To illustrate this application, we use the Sea-level Response to Ice Sheet Evolution (SeaRISE) benchmark experiments ([@R15]), which were designed to better understand the sensitivity of ice-flow models to plausible boundary conditions and initializations. We apply GFM to a subset of two SeaRISE experiments representative of the wide spread in the simulations for GrIS (cf. Materials and Methods). The projection period is 200 years, and for demonstration purposes, we assume that this period is short enough for the elastic response field of our SRE solver ([@R29]) to remain valid. The hypothesis is not strictly true when viscous behavior becomes significant and the computation of the gradient is then complicated by load history, lithospheric thickness, and mantle viscosity profile. The effects might be quite complex and spatially variable, particularly in coastal regions where the impact of ocean loading depends on the geometry of the shoreline and possible three-dimensional viscosity structure. In particular, sea-level drop will be exacerbated in the near field and LSL rise in the intermediate and far fields ([@R33]), away from the ice basin losing mass. Here, using the two SeaRISE ice-flow runs, we retrieve projected ice thickness changes after 200 years and convert them (using [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) into an equivalent SLR contribution from each local area in Greenland and show the results for New York and London and for any geographical location that experiences only the GMSL variation ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The maps in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} reveal strong spatial variations in predictions of local and total SLR contribution from the GrIS, relative to the GMSL contribution. For New York, the gradient (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) decreases in a northeast to southwest direction, which results in a strong contribution to LSL in New York that is mainly caused by ice loss through the Petermann Glacier, Humboldt Glacier, and North-East Greenland Ice Stream. Because of a strong signal in the predicted ice thickness decrease in Jakobshavn Glacier, this glacier still remains a contributor, but to a lesser degree. For London, the gradient (see [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) decreases from a northwest to southeast direction, resulting in a strong contribution from the Petermann Glacier, Humboldt Glacier, and Ostenfeld Glacier and a somewhat lesser contribution from the North-East Greenland Ice Stream. For both cities, the entire area south of 77°N contributes very modestly to the LSL signal. A model average for both runs shows a New York SLR contribution owing to GrIS to be 50% of the projected GMSL and 17.7% for London. This demonstrates the importance of refining both the magnitude and spatial distribution of projections of ice thickness change, and shows an example of application of GFM to understand which basin, in particular, is responsible for LSL at a specific location.

![Projected contribution of GrIS to SLR in New York and London based on the SeaRISE experiments.\
Two hundred--year projection of the contribution (in μm/km^2^) of local areas in Greenland to SLR in New York (first column), London (second column), and any geographical location that experiences only the GMSL variation (third column) using two models of ice thickness change from the SeaRISE ([@R15]) experiments: Simulation Code for Polythermal Ice Sheets (SICOPOLIS) and University of Maine Ice Sheet Model (UMISM). The units reflect a measure of SLR change (in μm) per area unit (in km^2^) of the GrIS. It is equal to the gradient fingerprint multiplied by the GrIS thickness change, or *dS*/*dH*\|~local~\*Δ*H*, where *dS*/*dH*\|~local~ is the gradient fingerprint for the local port city and Δ*H* is the projected ice thickness change for the GrIS. This localized contribution can be summed up over the entire GrIS to compute SLR for London, for example, $\left. \text{SLR}_{\text{London}} = \left. \int{}_{\text{GrIS}} \right.\frac{\mathit{d}\mathit{S}}{\mathit{d}\mathit{H}} \middle| {}_{\text{London}}*\Delta\mathit{H}*\mathit{d}\mathit{A} \right.$. For reference, we provide total SLR computed for London, New York, and the GMSL scenario. Note that in these two SeaRISE GrIS projections, both London and New York have LSL changes that are reduced over the GMSL rise that will affect far-field cities.](1700537-F4){#F4}

In [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} (and associated fig. S1), we extend this approach to describe a roadmap for applying GFM that will enhance coastal planning at the local level. For a specific city, GFM provides *dS*/*dH*, the gradient of LSL with respect to ice thickness changes in the world (figs. S2 to S20). This gradient then needs to be combined with an estimate of ice thickness change, Δ*H*. Here, we rely on an average of the two SeaRISE runs considered in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Observations such as GRACE-derived mass changes extrapolated into the future can also be used, as can any estimate from systematic and robust studies, even ones that are not global. By using [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, given that *dS*/*dH* is computed at high spatial resolution, one can quantify the contribution of any area to LSL at the port city considered. For example, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} presents the contribution of four large basins of Greenland---Petermann Glacier, Helheim Glacier, North-East Greenland Ice Stream, and Jakobshavn Glacier---to LSL in 30 cities across all continents. The computation is virtually instantaneous (provided that the gradients are precomputed) and provides insights into how much LSL each city will experience compared to GMSL and which basins each city should be concerned with. The analysis was carried out at a resolution compatible with each catchment basin for each glacier. However, it could be carried out at a much more refined resolution. This is helpful for Greenland where the number of glaciers is significant. The degree of refinement will depend on the priorities of each coastal planner. In particular, for glaciated areas far from the port city, a coarse resolution would be fine, with increased granularity in the analysis for glaciated areas close to the city itself. In addition, GFM accommodates the analyses of the associated uncertainties in the ice thickness changes, which can be transferred into an equivalent LSL uncertainty range using [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This allows coastal planners to instantly derive uncertainty in their local LSL projection by ascribing different scenarios of ice thickness change, according to existing observations, extrapolations thereof, newly released state-of-the-art estimates of projected ice thickness changes, or specific publications focusing on particular basins.

###### Contribution of Greenland catchment basins to LSL.

GFM-derived contribution of five catchment basins (Petermann Glacier, Helheim Glacier, North-East Greenland Ice Stream, and Jakobshavn Glacier, all delimited in fig. S1) to LSL in 30 cities around the world based on an average of two SeaRISE model runs (see Materials and Methods) over a 200-year time period. For each basin, the projected GMSL value is provided for reference. For each city, a value of LSL is provided in cm, along with a ratio to GMSL in %.

  **City**      **Petermann Glacier: 8.22 cm**   **Helheim Glacier: 1.4 cm**   **North-East Greenland Ice Stream: 10.6 cm**   **Jakobshavn Glacier: 4.41 cm**
  ------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  New York      5.1 cm (62%)                     0.497 cm (36%)                7.2 cm (68%)                                   1.54 cm (35%)
  Miami         7.51 cm (91%)                    1.09 cm (78%)                 10.1 cm (95%)                                  3.41 cm (77%)
  Los Angeles   7.44 cm (91%)                    1.35 cm (96%)                 10.6 cm (100%)                                 4.04 cm (92%)
  Seattle       5.42 cm (66%)                    1.13 cm (81%)                 8.67 cm (82%)                                  3.23 cm (73%)
  Rio           10.1 cm (123%)                   1.83 cm (131%)                13.2 cm (124%)                                 5.69 cm (129%)
  Ushuaia       10.7 cm (130%)                   1.94 cm (139%)                13.7 cm (129%)                                 6.07 cm (138%)
  Lima          9.57 cm (116%)                   1.66 cm (119%)                12.3 cm (116%)                                 5.2 cm (118%)
  Panama        8.88 cm (108%)                   1.44 cm (103%)                11.6 cm (109%)                                 4.52 cm (102%)
  London        3.38 cm (41%)                    −0.174 cm (−12%)              1.7 cm (16%)                                   0.257 cm (6%)
  Oslo          1.38 cm (17%)                    −0.305 cm (−22%)              −2.24 cm (−21%)                                −0.276 cm (−6%)
  Athens        6.78 cm (83%)                    0.925 cm (66%)                7.36 cm (69%                                   3.18 cm (72%)
  Casablanca    6.51 cm (79%)                    0.647 cm (46%)                7.3 cm (69%)                                   2.45 cm (55%)
  Luanda        9.14 cm (111%)                   1.58 cm (113%)                11.9 cm (112%)                                 4.95 cm (112%)
  Durban        9.77 cm (119%)                   1.76 cm (126%)                13.1 cm (123%)                                 5.41 cm (123%)
  Djibouti      8.55 cm (104%)                   1.42 cm (102%)                10.7 cm (100%)                                 4.52 cm (103%)
  Alexandria    7.42 cm (90%)                    1.11 cm (79%)                 8.51 cm (80%)                                  3.67 cm (83%)
  Karachi       8.56 cm (104%)                   1.48 cm (105%)                10.5 cm (99%)                                  4.69 cm (106%)
  Colombo       9.63 cm (117%)                   1.66 cm (119%)                12.3 cm (116%)                                 5.22 cm (118%)
  Jakarta       9.69 cm (118%)                   1.64 cm (118%)                12.5 cm (118%)                                 5.16 cm (117%)
  Brunei        9.75 cm (119%)                   1.7 cm (122%)                 12.6 cm (118%)                                 5.32 cm (121%)
  Sydney        8.96 cm (109%)                   1.39 cm (99%)                 11.3 cm (106%)                                 4.43 cm (100%)
  Perth         8.9 cm (108%)                    1.42 cm (101%)                11.5 cm (109%)                                 4.47 cm (101%)
  Hong Kong     9.64 cm (117%)                   1.76 cm (126%)                12.4 cm (116%)                                 5.5 cm (125%)
  Tokyo         9.84 cm (120%)                   1.91 cm (136%)                12.9 cm (122%)                                 5.89 cm (133%)
  Okhotsk       6.86 cm (83%)                    1.61 cm (115%)                9.43 cm (89%)                                  4.84 cm (110%)
  Karatayka     1.71 cm (21%)                    0.638 cm (46%)                −0.398 cm (−4%)                                2.02 cm (46%)
  Nordvik       0.819 cm (10%)                   −0.621 cm (−44%)              −3.34 cm (−31%)                                −1.04 cm (−24%)
  Reykjavik     −4.85 cm (−59%)                  −5.23 cm (−373%)              −12.8 cm (−121%)                               −10.2 cm (−231%)
  Ellesmere     −94.7 cm (−1153%)                −1.2 cm (−86%)                −28.5 cm (−268%)                               −6.01 cm (−136%)
  Barrow        0.31 cm (4%)                     0.95 cm (68%)                 3.57 cm (34%)                                  2.48 cm (56%)

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Using atmosphere-ocean general circulation models, several recent studies examine the uncertainties in future LSL caused by ocean circulation changes ([@R34], [@R35]). In New York, for example, for an ocean circulation--driven GMSL prediction of 22 to 40 cm, the spread of LSL predictions is \[−4, 38\] cm at about 2100 ([@R35]). However, the amplitude of the predicted GMSL contribution from the cryospheric changes at 2100 is considerably larger, with, for example, Antarctica already projected to contribute potentially more than 1-m GMSL rise at 2100 ([@R6]). Although these predicted contributions remain highly uncertain, they imply that the practical risks assessed for future LSL change should include a strong contribution from changes to the now well-monitored mass in the land cryosphere ([@R36]). Application of GFM by planners and decision makers will improve on the existing state of the art by enabling improved high-resolution quantification of the sensitivity of LSL evolution to global cryospheric changes. Because numerically based projection models of polar ice sheets and mountain glaciers continue to improve, GFM will have an impact in the way long-term coastal planning is executed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

SRE forward run
---------------

We relied on the SRE ([@R11], [@R13]) equations to solve for sea-level evolution. Our implementation of the solver is based on ISSM-SESAW ([@R29]), which operates efficiently on an unstructured mesh. For the purpose of GFM, the following equations are of relevance. First, we define a global mass-conserving load function *L*(θ,λ,*t*)$$\mathit{L}(\theta,\lambda,\mathit{t}) = \rho_{\mathit{I}}\mathit{H}(\theta,\lambda,\mathit{t})\mathit{I}(\theta,\lambda) + \rho_{\mathit{O}}\mathit{S}(\theta,\lambda,\mathit{t})\mathit{O}(\theta,\lambda)$$where *H* is the change in ice thickness on a (global or regional) land ice mask *I*, *S* is the associated change in sea level with ocean mask *O*, ρ~*I*~ is the ice density, and ρ~*O*~ is the ocean water density. Mass changes in land ice, along with the associated variations in ocean loading, induce perturbations in the Earth's gravitational and rotational potential fields, causing further redistribution of *S*, which is both gravitationally and deformationally self-consistent. For an elastically compressible rotating Earth, the gravitationally consistent *S* is given by$$\mathit{S}(\theta,\lambda,\mathit{t}) = \frac{\mathit{R}}{\mathit{M}}\left\lbrack \mathit{G}(\alpha) \otimes \mathit{L}(\theta^{\prime},\lambda^{\prime},\mathit{t}) \right\rbrack + \frac{1}{\mathit{g}}\sum\limits_{\mathit{m} = 0}^{2}\sum\limits_{\mathit{i} = 1}^{2}\Lambda_{2\mathit{m}\mathit{i}}(\mathit{t})\mathit{Y}_{2\mathit{m}\mathit{i}}(\theta,\lambda) + \mathit{E}(\mathit{t})$$where *G* is a Green's function that models the influence of a specific point load on relative sea level evaluated at an arc distance α from the load coordinate position (θ′,λ′), Λ~2*mi*~ are related to perturbations in rotational potential and associated solid Earth deformation induced by the applied loading, *Y*~2*mi*~ are analytic (degree-2, order-*m* spherical harmonic) functions (*i*'s represent the cosine and sine terms), and *E* is a spatial invariant required to conserve the mass. Parameters *R*, *M*, and *g* represent Earth's radius, mass, and gravitational acceleration, respectively. The operator ⊗ implies the spatial convolution on the surface of Earth. Solving [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} for *S* requires a priori knowledge of *S* itself (cf. [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and we therefore solve the system of equations iteratively, as in the study of Farrell and Clark ([@R11]). For more details on this approach, including validation against other existing methods relying on spherical harmonics, we refer the reader to ISSM-SESAW ([@R29]).

Gradient fingerprint
--------------------

To compute the gradient fingerprint *dS*/*dH* in [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we relied on the automatic differentiation module ISSM-AD ([@R23]). This module is based on overloaded operators as an approach to computing discrete adjoints for a parallelized model ([@R22], [@R23]) and to evaluating higher-order derivatives of this model within machine precision. Using ISSM-AD ([@R23]), one can basically tape the entire suite of operations required to carry out a forward run of the ISSM-SESAW solver. Once this is carried out, the gradient of the model output with respect to any model inputs can be computed using the reverse chain rule on the tape itself (which recorded all the operations and the values of each operator at each step). Although this approach might be used to evaluate the entire Jacobian *dS*/*dH* of [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, memory and disk space requirements are excessive, given our mesh of 87,886 elements and 43,945 vertices that we used here to solve the SRE equations and for a computational platform such as the NASA Ames Pleiades cluster. Therefore, the solution is to compute the value of the Jacobian only at specific locations. For each location, we define *dS*/*dH*\|~local~ as the gradient of the fingerprint for the chosen location "local." In [Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (A and C) and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and figs. S2 to S22, this gradient was evaluated across 293 locations corresponding to major port cities in the world and an additional 15 high-quality tide gauge locations ([@R32]). *H* spans the entire world where areas are glaciated, including, among others, the GrIS, AIS, Alaskan, Arctic, Patagonian, and Himalayan glaciers (see [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Note that, here, we restrict ourselves to *H* as the only independent variable, although the Jacobian could also be computed with respect to other independent variables. This could include, for example, ocean circulation and/or viscous response of the solid earth, among others.

SeaRISE experiments
-------------------

The SeaRISE experiments provide quantitative projections of Greenland and Antarctica over the next 500 years. A number of ice sheet models were simulated under the representative concentration pathway emission scenario 8.5 (RCP 8.5) and its suitable extension beyond CE 2100. The radiative forcing associated with the emission scenario drives the ice sheet models through surface climatology, basal sliding, and ice shelf melting. In our analysis, we relied on two model runs for the GrIS that were involved in the RCP 8.5 experiment: SICOPOLIS and UMISM. These two runs represent end members of the ensemble of runs carried out for RCP 8.5 that were computed for at least 200 years. Our purpose in using these SeaRISE experiments was to demonstrate the impact of amplitude and spatial structure of ice mass changes on SLR at select coastal cities, using an ensemble representative of the spread in current model projections of the GrIS (see [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Data release
------------

GFM computed gradients for cities and tide gauge locations in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and figs. S2 to S22 are available for direct download in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Virtual Earth System Laboratory (<https://vesl.jpl.nasa.gov/research/sea-level/slr-gfm>) as well as the NASA Sea-Level Science Team Portal website (<https://sealevel.nasa.gov/vesl/web/research/sea-level/slr-gfm/>).
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fig. S1. Greenland basins used in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

fig. S2. Sensitivity of SLR along the South American coastline to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S3. Sensitivity of SLR along the European coastline to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S4. Sensitivity of SLR along the African coastline to GrIS thickness.

fig. S5. Sensitivity of SLR along the Middle East and South Asian coastlines to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S6. Sensitivity of SLR along the Southeast Asian coastline to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S7. Sensitivity of SLR along the Australian coastline to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S8. Sensitivity of SLR along the East Asian coastline to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S9. Sensitivity of SLR along the Northeast Asian and the Russian Arctic coastlines to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S10. Sensitivity of SLR along the Canadian Arctic coastline to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S11. Sensitivity of SLR along the North American coastline to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S12. Sensitivity of SLR along the South American coastline to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S13. Sensitivity of SLR along the European coastline to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S14. Sensitivity of SLR along the African coastline to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S15. Sensitivity of SLR along the Middle East and Southeast Asian coastlines to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S16. Sensitivity of SLR along the Southeast Asian coastline to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S17. Sensitivity of SLR along the Australian coastline to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S18. Sensitivity of SLR along the East Asian coastline to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S19. Sensitivity of SLR along the Northeast Asian and the Russian Arctic coastlines to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S20. Sensitivity of SLR along the Canadian Arctic coastline to AIS thickness variations.

fig. S21. Sensitivity of SLR for 15 reliable tide gauges around the world to GrIS thickness variations.

fig. S22. Sensitivity of SLR for 15 reliable tide gauges around the world to AIS thickness variations.
